
INTERCAMPUS FACULTY COUNCIL Minutes 

Dartmouth  February 26,  2009 

 

Present: Amherst – M. Billings, E. May, B. O'Connor, Boston –L. Tirrell, Dartmouth – M. Baum, P.Gibbs, Lowell –M. 

Carter, Worcester- J. Singer  

 

I       Meeting was called to order 

 

II     Notes from previous meeting were reviewed. 

 

III   Old Business     

 

A. Mass Transfer Issues 

1.  It was suggested that Freeland be invited to a future IFC meeting 

2. The General Education block automatically transfers 

3. Each campus approaches the transfer of major’s courses slightly differently 

4. Equivalency is a concern: Currently each course in each community college is identified in a transfer catalog 

5. At Lowell it has been observed that students with an Associate degree have a high graduate rate for the bachelor 

degree 

B. Role for Faculty in the Evaluation of campus administrative services  

The Worcester campus does not undertake on a regular basis reviews of administrative services with faculty input.   

C. Faculty participation in sole source vendor selection and evaluation has been discussed on the Worcester campus.  

The UMass system has not been polled but expectations are that the Board of Trustees would favor privatization 

of as many services as possible.  The IFC is considering using NEASC as a means to establish a Trustee/Faculty 

task force for access to data. 

 

IV   New Business 

 

A. How are budget cuts being handled on each campus: 

1. Amherst:  Faculty Senate, Union Reps. and Chancellor have cooperated in a Budget Planning Task Force 

2. Lowell:  Hearings are being held to justify expenses 

3. Dartmouth:  “top down” without consultation  of faculty 

B. Restructuring/Reorganization – not discussed 

C. Background Questions and Checks- an online conversation will be held 

D. Are any campuses participating in the Chronicle of Higher Education 2009 Great Places to Work survey? If not,  

is there any interest by the IFC to seek a system-wide participation in 2010? 

1. Amherst is not participating 

2. Boston is not participating (reported at 6/10 IFC meeting that this decision was reversed-campus participated) 

3. Lowell is not participating 

4. Dartmouth Faculty Senate is interested, the Provost rejected the suggestion 

 

 V  Reports from the campuses 

1. Worcester campus has not announced any plans for lay-offs.  The faculty has pushed back on the lack of 

consultation prior to changes in that part of the funds to departments that is proportional to departmental grant 

funds.   

2. Lowell- "the Provost established a faculty committee to determine if the College of Social Sciences, 

Fine Arts, & Humanities should be divided into two colleges". 
3. Dartmouth, what has already been shared..Faculty contracts are proceeding very slowly 

4. Boston 

5. Amherst The reorganization of the colleges and faculties has the campus in immense turmoil. 

 

Meeting adjourned. 
Respectfully submitted, Paige Gibbs- secretary 

 

 


